THE TAYLOR AND OTHER METHODS OF SUMMABILITY1
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1. Introduction.
The Taylor
the defining matrices are
(1)

methods

of summability,

for which

T(r) = Tnk (r) = (1 - r)»+! Ck,n r*-f Ml,

have been proved in [2] to be regular
methods S(q), with matrices
(2)

if and only if 0<r<l.

S(q) m Snk(q) = (1 - ?)»«

Cn+i,n g»,

The

g * 1,

are regular if and only \{0<q<\
as proved in [3] and [4]. The question of inclusion of T(r) and S(q) was discussed by Schoonmaker
[4].

In §§2 and 3 it will be shown that both T(r) and S(q) include the
binary method Y, [5], and that neither T(r) nor S(q) includes the
Cesàro method C(l) or the Abel method A. §4 consists of the determination of domains in which the geometric series E2" and the
power series Ea^zn are summable by the iterated product method
B ■T(r), where B denotes the Borel exponential
method. A summary
of similar results for the product method B-S(q) comprises §5. The
author is indebted to his referee for his several helpful comments and
especially for his suggestions which led to simpler proofs of Theorems

3, 6 and 7.
2. Methods T(r) and S(q) compared with F. Consider a F-summable sequence {54}. Then the sequence {yk} with yk = (sk-i+sk)/2,

k = 0, 1,2, • ■ ■ is convergent and it follows that sk = 2 E*=o ( —l)*+íy¿,
k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . We use these facts in the proof of

Theorem
Proof.

1. 7/0<r<l,

then T(r)2>Y.

The T(r) transform

of \sk\

is {rn}, where

t. = 2(1 - rY+! Eck,nr»-" E (-i)***y«
*=n

t'=0

= 2(1 - r)«+> E E Cn+k.nr\-\Y+k+iyt,
i-D

t=0

SO
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= 2(1- r)«+'r e (- lY+iyi- —7

L„

(i +,)-

CO

00

+ E (-i)n+iyi E ck+U-r)k+i-n
i=n

k=0

—

If we integrate the sum on k in (3) ra times, sum the resulting geometric series, and differentiate
ra times, we obtain r„ = G{yi}, where

the matrix G is defined by

(4) G = Gni = 2(^~y

(-lY+\

(i = 0, 1, 2, ••-.«-

1),

and

(5)

/l

- A»+1

g-Kttt)

"

/l + r\>

(-')-"S(-1,,c"(—)'
(i = », w 4- 1, • • • )•

The
that
tions
It
since

remainder of the proof consists of a demonstration
of the fact
the matrix G is regular. We show that G satisfies the three condiof the Silverman-Toeplitz
theorem.
is clear that, for each fixed value of i, lim„ G„i=0. Secondly,
Ei^o Gni is equal to t„ with y¿= 1 for all i, it follows that

E Gm = (1 - f)»*1¿Ciinr*-2

E (-D4+i

¿=0

i=0

k=n

/l

-

A"+1

^ + (-"-(rT7) ■
and therefore, that
00

lim E Gni = 1.
n

¿=0

Finally, from (4) and (5) and with the aid of the inequality
" /l

4- r\'

°°

» /I + r\)

«

E
(—) E es g E
(—) E Ci,^,
j=o \ r / i_»
j=o \ r / i=y
it follows that
M

/I

_

Z|G.<|g2(—-)
<=o

r\n+lr-n—

\1 + r/

1

oo

n

/I

J.

<-n

y=o

\

r

Ei'+Efiq-^)

L ,=o

/

1 \ /l - A"+1

1

\

2r/ \1 + r)

r'
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and, therefore, that

1

lim sup E I Gni| á — •
<_o

r

Thus the sufficient conditions of the Silverman-Toeplitz
theorem
satisfied, G is a regular matrix, and the proof is complete.
Because of the similarity of the matrices defined in (1) and
the same pattern of proof may be used to establish

Theorem

2. 7/0<g<l,

are

(2),

then S(q)~2>Y.

The details of the proof are omitted.

3. Tr) and S(q) compared with C(k) and A. It is well known that
AZ)C(k)Z)C(l)
clusion of C(l)

Theorem
Proof.
{ck\ is

when k>l. We therefore
by T(r) and prove

3. 7/0<r<l,

consider

the question

of in-

then T(r)~\)C(\).

Let {5*} be a sequence which is summable C(l) so that
convergent
when c* = (5o+5i + • ■ • +sk)/(k + l). Then

5*= (k + l)ck —kck-i. With r fixed between 0 and 1, we apply the T(r)
matrix

to {54} to obtain

r» - £

(1 - r)"+1C*.„!*-»[(* + l)ck - fct^j

= H{ck}

k-n

where, when k^n,
Hnk = (1 - rY+iCk,nr«-»{(k + 1 - ra) - r(k + 1)]Since

the

last

factor

is always

1 or more,

k + 1 — ra

we see that

| Hnk | 2; ank

where
ank = (1 - rY+Kk.nrk-n\

(k + 1 -

ra) - r(k + 1) | .

We find that
00

(6)

00

(1 - r)-1 E ank = (1 - r)n+1 E Ck+n,krk\ (k + 1) - X, | ,
k=n

*—0

where X = r/(1— r) and hence X>0. Let M be a positive constant
and, for each ra, let E(n) denote the finite set of values of k for which

|¿ + 1-Xra| <M. Then
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CO

(1 - O"1 E ank
00

>(1 - 0"+1 E Cn+k.nrkM- (1 - rY+¡ E
= M - (1 -rY+i-M-

E

Cn+k,nrkM

Cn+k,nrK

By use of Stirling's formula and the fact that there are no more than
2M+2 members of 7i(ra), we can show that

lim (1 - r)»+W
n->»

E

Cn+k,nr« = 0,

JfceB(n)

hence,
CO

lim E ank > M (I — r), M arbitrary.
n—»

k=„

It follows that
CO

lim E I Hnk| = °°,
and so H is not a regular

matrix

and the conclusion

of Theorem

3

follows.
It is obvious, in light of the remark at the beginning

of this section,

that T(r)~\)A and T(r)J)C(k) for each k.
Similar

results

are obtained

when

the

question

of inclusion

of

C(l) by S(q) is considered.

Theorem 4. If0<q<l,

then S(q)^C(l).

Proceeding exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3, it is easily established that, with q fixed between 0 and 1, the S(q) transform
of
{sk\ is <r„= V{ck) where

Vnk = (1 - qY+lqkCn+k.n{k+ 1 - q(n + k + 1)].

We find that
00

00

(7) (1 - q) E I Vm| = (1 - q)n+1E Cn+k,nqk
| k + 1 - Ara|
k=0

where \ = q/(l— q) and observing
obtain the conclusion of Theorem

k—0

the similarity
4.

of (7) and (6), we

It follows, as before, that S(q)3)A and S(q)^)C(k) for any k.
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4. Power

series

and the product

[February

method

B-T(r).

Consider

the

complex geometric series E2" with partial sums 54= (1 —z)-1(l —zk+1),
and consider the Borel exponential transform of the T(r) transform of
{sk}. We observe that T(r) is applicable to {sk} if and only if z^l
and z<r~l and prove

Theorem
5. If 0<r<\,
the complex geometric series Ez" î5 summable to (1 —z)"1 by the iterated product method B ■T(r) for all z in the
region
(8)

DB-T(r):

Proof.

\ z\ < r~\

| z - (r~l + l)/2 | > (r"1 -

l)/2.

With Z5¿1 and \z\ <r~l we find that B- T(r) {sk} is

F(t) = (T*¿ — (1 - r)«+! E C*,»r*-»(1- z)-\\
n=o ra!
= (1 -

- z*+x)

jt_„

(1 - r)z

z)-1-eU,-D(l-rz)

'

(1 - z)(l - rz)
and the limit of F(t) as /—>oo is (1—z)_1 if z lies in the region determined by (R(z—1)(1—rz)_1<0.
It is a simple calculation
to show
that this is the second region in (8).
The nature of DB ■T(r) suggests that it may be possible to choose
r so that for any preassigned z in the Mittag-Leffler
star associated
with E2" the series will be summable B ■T(r). That this is the case is

Theorem

6. Let z be any point of the Mittag-Leffler star S associated

with the series

Ezn> and take r=(|z—l|

+1)_1.

Then

Ezn

*s sum-

mable B • T(r).
This is a consequence of the following simple fact which involves
three circles having diameters on the real axis. Each point z which lies
on the circle |z— l| =r_1 —1 but not on the half line z^l lies inside
the circle |z| =r~1 and outside the circle |z—(r_1 + l)/2| =(r~l —1)/2
and hence in the region DB- T(r).
Now consider the power series EanZn with finite radius of convergence R, and let / denote the function obtained by analytic continuation
along radial lines from the origin. Corresponding
to each
singularity
£ of/, and with r fixed, let Ct(r) denote the set of points

z for which

(9) IzI < r-11?I,
whenever

I z/\ - (/-'£+ Ö/2I > Ir-1?- £| /2

X3:1, and let C(r) denote

the intersection

of the sets C%(r).

Theorem
7. For each fixed r satisfying 0<r<l,
the series EanZ"
is summable B ■T(r) to f(z) at every interior point z of the region C(r).
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Proof. Let z be a fixed point of C(r). Then |rz| < |£| for all singularities £, and it follows that the circle G with center at the origin
and radius |rz| is contained in the Mittag-Leffler
star 5 of/. Also,

when Xgili

| Sf/Xf- (r-1 + l)/2 | > | r-1 - 11 ¡2
and, as we see by making an inversion
replaced by their reciprocals,

in which complex

numbers

are

| X£ - (z + rz)/2 | > | z - rz | /2.
This means that, whenever £ is a singular point of/ and X^l, the
point X£ lies outside the circle C2 with center at (z+rz)/2
and radius
\z —rz\/2. In other words, the circle C2 of points u for which

| u - (z + rz)/2 | = \z - rz\ /2
lies in S. This implies that we can choose a simple closed curve y
which has finite length, which lies in S, and which contains both of
the circles G and G in its interior. Since the origin is in G and z is
on G, both of these points are inside 7. We may then write
/(«)

.

du

¿TTlJ
TTlJ -,
- «"+1

and hence, for each k

i>+T^ f(u)

sk(z) = 2w zn-;
n=o

1

= /(*)The B• T(r) transform
(10)

I

-—

.

du

2iri J y un

C

zf(u)

/ z\k
( — )du.

2-KÍJ y u(u — z)\u/

of {sk} is
F(x) = /(*) - Rz(x)

where

a

xn

R.(x) = e-*E — (l-rY+lE
n=o ra!
e-x

co

= -E—

%n

2iri n=o n\

a

Ck,„t*-»-

k=n
r

(1 —r)-+* I

1 r

zÂu)

/

2-iriJ y u(u
zf(u)

J

/z\"/

( —) (-)

J y u(u — z) \ « /
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du
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We observe that lim»»K Rz(x) = 0 since, for all points u on y, u is
exterior to G and hence S\.((z —u)/(u —rz)) <0. Therefore, from (10)

we have

lim F(x) = f(z)
and the proof is complete.

5. Power series and the product

method B-S(q).

As is to be ex-

pected, it is found that Theorems 5, 6 and 7 also hold when the
product method B-T(r)
is replaced by B -S(q). The proofs are so
nearly identical to those already given that they are omitted here.
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